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Hidden survivor wiki

B: Game, Objects, Survival (Franchise), Survival (USA) Share a statue granting an exemption from tribal council The immunity idol is a totem that symbolizes tribal immunity and is awarded to the winning tribe of the immunity challenge. Don't be confused with the hidden immunity idol or the immunity necklace, the
immunity idol serves as this kind of reward that grants an entire tribe's exemption from tribal council, thus avoiding impeachment. As the tribes converge on the immunity challenge, the winning tribe passes the immunity idol back to the host. The idol is different each season and reflects the local culture or theme of the
season. In seasons with more than two primal tribes, the immunity idol is separated into multiple pieces, to be shared by multiple tribes. In the event that the multiple tribes are deployed to two new tribes, the tribe that wins the challenge will win the full idol. The three exceptions were in Survivor: The Philippines, Survivor:
Cagayan and Survivor: Heroes vs. Healers vs. Hustlers, where two separate tribal immunity idols were all about demanding. The immunity idol can sometimes be representative of local gods and not just a cultural object. For example, in Survivor: Thailand, the idol of immunity is a statue of Tefnum, an angel of defense in
Thai culture, and in survival: blood against water is a quiche, god of wealth in Chinese mythology. In most seasons, the idol is shaped like a kite trophy, but in certain seasons such as Survivor: Pearl Islands, Survivor: Vanuatu, Survivor: Panama, Survivor: Fiji, and Survivor: Samoa, the idol is shaped like a spear, and is
stuck in the ground instead of being placed on the title. After the season, the idol is sold on eBay, as with all the survival memorabilia sold, the proceeds go to charity. Description U.S. Survival Series: Borneo: A large, colorful figurese with three faces on it. Survivor: Australian Outback: A large figurine with colored stones
with a face. Survivor: Africa: A figur statuete with two figures standing on each other with a face. Survivor: Marquis: Big tiki sculpture. Survivor: Thailand: Buddha figur decathlon. Survivor: Amazon: A figure of a man with a face, a colorful necklace, and a cloth. Survival: Pearl Islands: A gauze with a skull on top with a coin
in one of the skull eyes. Survivor: All Stars: A figurine of a man holding a drum, sitting on a clay figure. If three tribes were competing, the first-place tribe got the drum player and the tribe from second place got the basics. Survivor: Vanuatu: Long object, like a spear with tiki carved in a pig jaw. Survivor: Palau: A
humanoid figure with chains around his neck. Survivor: Guatemala: Ancient, colorful, Mayan figurole. Survivor: Panama: Standing tall with three heads on it. If four tribes were competing, the second- and third-place tribes that got one head each and the tribe in first place got the roster itself with the remaining head.
Utilization: Islands: A large tiki statue. If four tribes were competing, he got his head in first place, and the other two winning tribes got their stomachs and legs. Survivor: Fiji: Fiji War Club is attached to a skull with bones. Survivor: China: Terracotta Warrior Figurine. Survivor: Micronesia: A humanoid figure with shells and
fences. Survivor: Gabon: Gabon humanoid character. Survival: Tokentin: A red, sunbathed human figure with motifs, called Ritshaw. Survivor: Samoa: A great idol like a spear with a diamond-shaped object and an animal's skull. Survivor: Heroes vs. Villains: Big tiki statue. Survivor: Nicaragua: A statue of a binder.
Survivor: Redemption Island: Great HumanOid Survival Character: South Pacific: Big Tiki Statue. Survivor: One World: Tiki sculpture, known as hi-tiki. Survivor: Philippines: A statue like a bird, called Sarimanok. Survivor: Carmoi: Wooden statue of Ipugao Totem. Survival: Blood vs. Water: Statue of a man, known as Kai
Shen. Survivor: Kagian: Ranga statue. Survivor: San Juan del Sur: A human statue resembling Xochipilli, the Aztec god of arts and revolutions. Survival: Worlds Apart: Warrior Figur statuete. If three tribes were competing, the second-placed tribe would have got the basis that the salon stood on. Survivor: Cambodia: A
humanoid statue. Survivor: Khao Rong: Statue of a human warrior. Survivor: Millennials vs. Generation X: Tiki Orange. Survival: Game Changer: The chest of a diver helmet. If three tribes were competing, the second-place tribe would have been given the stand that the arrest was put together on. Survivor: Heroes vs.
Healers vs. Hustlers: A statuett of a woman holding a shell. Survivor: Ghost Island: Tiki Statue. Survivor: David vs. Goliath: Carved tiki sculpture, wooden white. Survivor: Edge of Extinction: A dragon sculpture carved from wood holds a yellow pearl, a sculpture like a phoenix. (The Phoenix statue was used after the
expansion.) Survivor: Idol Island: Two Fiji moai faces are tied to a wooden structure with vines. Survival: Winners of War: A skull with a token of fire in each eye held by crossbones decorated with a chain. If three tribes were competing, the first-place tribe got the skull and the tribe from second place got the bones of the
cross. Australian series see hidden immunity idol survivor: Borneo immunity Idol.Survivor: Australian immunity idol.Survivor: Africa Immunity Idol.Survivor: Immunity Idol Thailand.Survivor: Amazon Immunity Idol.Survivor: Pearl Islands Immunity Idol.Survivor: All Stars Idol Immunity.Survivor: Vanuatu Immunity
Idol.Survivor: Pala immunity Idol.Survivor: Guatemala immunity A subject like not seeing bad, not talking bad, not hearing any bad. Survival: Island cook idol immunity.Survivor: Fiji idol immunity, weapon and skull smash. Survivor: China's immunity idol, terracotta warrior. Survival: Micronesia Immunity Idol.Survivor:
Gabon Immunity Idol.Survivor: Tocantins Immunity Samoa Immunity Idol.Survivor: Heroes vs. Villains Idol Immunity.Survivor: Nicaragua Immunity Idol, Chest of the Conqueror. Survivor: Redemption Island Idol Immunity.Survivor: South Pacific Immunity Idol.Survivor: One World Immunity Idol, Hei-tiki.Survivor: Philippines
Immunity Idol, sarimanok. Survivor: Immunity idol Carmoy, Totem Ipugao. Survival: Blood versus water immunity idol, Kai Shen, god of Chinese wealth. Survivor: Cagayan's Immunity Idols, Ranghda.Survivor: San Juan del Sur Immunity Idol, Schoipili, God of Aztecs for Arts and Industry. Survival: Different Worlds Idol
Immunity.Survivor: Cambodia Immunity Idol.Survivor: Kaôh Rōng Idol Immunity.Survivor: Millennium vs. Generation X Idol Immunity.Survivor: Super idol immunity game changer.Survivor: Heroes Vs. Healers vs. Hustlers Immunity Idol.Survivor: Ghost Island Immunity Idol.Survivor: David vs. Goliath Immunity
Idol.Survivor: Edge of The Extinction Immunity Idol.Survivor: Island of the Idol Immunity Idol.Survivor: Winners of Idol War Immunity.Add photo to this gallery trivia out of sheer joy, Rory Freeman accidentally broke the immunity idol like a spear in Vanuatu after violently sticking it in the ground when his tribe returned to
camp after winning an immunity challenge. As the challenge said was the last tribal immunity challenge before the merger, the damage was considered insignificant and the idol was not repaired. CBS gave Survivor: China's immunity idol to celebrity Neil Patrick Harris, an avid reality TV fan, as a gift for his 37th birthday.
[1] However, the idol was apparently bought back as an accessory to the Ghost Island. References to exploiting game objects (concession) (U.S.) community content are available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. This article is about the international reality series. For other uses, see Survival. Reality TV
franchise SurvivorA Recreation of the logo for the first season of Survivor USA, Survivor: Borneo.Create by Charlie Parsons and star of 24 Original Work Robinson's (Sweden) star owned by The Benjay Group[1]Films and TV SeriesSource(independent international versions, See below)Miscellaneous First Broadcast on
September 13, 1997 (1997-09-13)DistributorsCastaway TELEVISION Productions Ltd. (now the Banijai Group)Website Survivor is a reality TV competition franchise produced in many countries around the world. The program presents a group of competitors who have deliberately netted in a secluded spot, where they
must provide themselves with food, water, fire and shelter. Contestants compete in challenges for rewards and elimination immunity. Contestants are gradually voted out of the game when voted out by their fellow contestants until only one of them is left to receive the grand prize and be named sole survivor. British TV
producer Charlie Parsons developed the format for Survivor in 1992 for UK TELEVISION Company, Planet 24; The Swedish version, which made its debut in September 1997 as the Robinson Expedition, became the first survival series to air on television. As of May 2020, the U.S. version of Survivor has aired 40
seasons of the show since its release in 2000; The last 40, which had an edition of all the winners, aired in early 2020. The survival format, through its seasons and various international versions, maintained the premise of the game despite a number of new rules and turnarounds in games introduced in later seasons. In
the game, the contestants, known as survivors, are divided into tribes and assigned separate camps at the location of the footage, usually a tropical setting. As a tribe, survivors must survive the elements, build shelter, build fire, search for water, and search for food and other groceries throughout the game, which is
usually around 39 days for most versions including the American version, but range from 20 days (as in french special seasons) to 153 days (as in certain seasons of the Turkish edition). In the first half of the game, the tribes face challenges, some for rewards of food, shelter, or luxury items, while others are for immunity,
preventing the winning tribe from having to go to the next tribal council. At tribal council, the tribes discuss the events of the past few days with the host asking questions, then dethring one of their players, and canceling them from the game. In the second half of the game, the tribes are merged into one tribe, and the
challenges are played on a personal level for individual rewards and immunity. In the following tribal councils, those voted out begin to form the jury, which sits on all subsequent tribal councils, but otherwise does not participate. With only two or three survivors left, these survivors attend the final tribal council, where the
jury is given the opportunity to ask them questions. Members of the jury then vote to decide which of the remaining survivors should be called the sole survivor and award him the grand prize. Chapters typically cover the events that took place over two to three days since the game began or at the previous tribal council,
including challenges and events that take place in tribal camps. Each episode usually ends with tribal council and the elimination of the deposed actor. The next description of the show is based primarily on the U.S. version of Survivor, although the general format applies to all international versions. Survivors and tribes
camp tribes towards the end of survival: Borneo. Tribes must build their own basic shelters from natural resources and thanks to reward items earned during the competition. Players for each season are selected through candidates and casting calls, down-picks between 16 and 20 additional players and replacements.
U.S. version host Jeff Probst noted that while 16 survivors are assisting in the split With all due respect to age and sex, they used 18 or 20 to provide them with leeway in case of a player injury or if one should want to leave the game. [2] These actors are physically and psychologically evaluated to make sure they are
physically and mentally competent for survival endurance and are unlikely to resign during the filming period, replacing those who question the replacements. In one case, Fiji, the day before filming was due to start after they cancelled their replacements, one of the survivors chose not to run in the competition, forching
production to start with 19 actors and adjust the activity of the first few days to accommodate the odd number of actors. [3] Tribes may be rejected in advance by production before filming begins. This is often done to compare the species and age ranges within both tribes. Other seasons separated tribes by age, gender
or race. In other cases, the tribes may be formed by the survivors through school choices. Mostly, only two tribes are selected, but a few seasons began with three or four tribes. Once assigned to the tribe, each survivor gets an enthusiast in their tribe's color to assist viewers in identifying tribal allocation. The tribes are
then given names, often inspired by the local region and culture, and directions to their camps. In their camps, the tribes are expected to build a shelter against the foundations from local trees and other resources. Tribes typically receive minimal resources, such as machetos, water mites, cooking pots and pins of rice
and cereal, though that will vary from season to season. Sometimes, the tribes will be provided with a water well near the camp, but will require boiling the water to make it err, necessitating the tribe's need for a fire. Tribes are welcome to look for food from the land, including fruit, wildlife and fish. Tribal exchanges In
certain seasons, tribal exchanges will occur when one or more actors move from one tribe to another. These new tribal designations are often determined by a random standoff or school choice. When these happen, the same players who move tribes get new enthusiasts to their new tribe and return to this tribe's camp,
with each personal property from their former camp moved with them. In seasons with more than two tribes, tribal exchanges will often reduce the number of tribes to two. On survival: Cambodia, tribal exchanges increased the number of tribes from two to three; Replacing a second tribe later in the season reduced the
number of tribes back to two. Tribes that have lost too many members may be absorbed by the other remaining tribes, as seen with the Oolong tribe in Survivor: Palau and the Tribe of Survivors: the Philippines; In the previous case, the lone remaining Oolong member joined the rival Kuror tribe and the tribes were
treated as if they had merged, while later the remaining two Matsing members were randomly assigned to the remaining two tribes. In Survivor: All Stars, the tribe placed third in the designated challenge was dismantled, when the members were moved to the other two tribes by school choice. Blending tribal at a point in
or around the middle of a game, the remaining tribes are merged into one. All the players live in one camp, and have been given new enthusiasts and ordered to choose a new tribe name and draw a tribal flag. Blending often symbolizes with a feast. Although the merger often occurs with about 10 to 12 players left, the
tribes have merged with up to 13 players (like many of the seasons since Survivor: Cambodia) and with fewer than eight (like Survivor: Thailand). Tribal challenges often compete in both mental and physical challenges to win rewards or immunity, such as this race to pull guns during the first episode of Survivor: Pearl
Islands. During parts before and after a merger of the game, the survivors compete in a series of challenges. The tribes are alerted to these upcoming challenges through a message, often in rhyme, delivered to the camp by the production team in a basket or box on a nearby tree; This message was called tree mail, so
the word e-mail was played. The message usually hints at the challenge. The notice may also provide accessories to demonstrate this, actual equipment for the players, or a sampling of the prize. Challenges can take from a few minutes to a few hours. The longest survival challenge was 11 hours and 55 minutes in the
final immunity challenge in Survivor: Palau. Tribal challenges Before merging, tribes compete with each other in challenges. These are often multi-sector obstacle courses that include physical and mental elements with the tribe finishing the first to be declared the winner; Typically, these start with tribal members collecting
pieces and puzzles that are then used to solve a puzzle by other tribe members. Other challenges may be based on winning several rounds of head-to-head competitions. Challenges usually take place with an equal number of all participating tribes, and in some cases equal divides of gender. Tribes with more players
will be asked to sit out as many players as possible to balance the numbers, with the condition that these players cannot sit out back-to-back reward challenges and immunity. When one tribe has more than twice as many members of the tribe, then players in the larger tribe cannot participate in back-to-back challenges.
Tribes will be given time to strategically decide who should sit out and who will perform the various duties in the challenge. Personal challenges after blending, challenges are usually performed on an individual basis. These include similar obstacle courses as to the team's challenges, but often also include endurance
challenges, after players maintain balance in situations as dangerous as possible, with the last remaining player winning the challenge. In some cases, during post-merger challenges, Individuals will be divided into separate groups, with only the winning team eligible for prize or immunity. Types of challenges can be
played for rewards, immunity, or both. Rewards include food, survival equipment like flint, tarp, or fishing gear, luxury items, and a short vacation from the camp. Before the merger, the entire winning tribe will enjoy these rewards. After the merger, only one player can win the prize, but he will be given the opportunity to
select one or more actors to bring him with. Individual challenge rewards may also include an advantage that can be used in the next immunity challenge, such as making direct progress to the final round of the challenge without having to participate in the first round. The immunity challenges provide the winning tribe or
the team with immunity from tribal council. Immunity is usually represented in the form of an idol before blending, and a chain afterwards. Before the merger, tribes with immunity don't make it to tribal council, allowing them to remain intact. In seasons involving more than two tribes, immunity will be available to all viewers
except last place, forcing this tribe to tribal council. With individual immunity, these survivors are still attending tribal council with the rest of the merged tribe, but, unless they buy immunity for someone else, they're not eligible for their vote. Winning immunity is only good for one tribal council. In the next immunity
challenge, the tribe or survivor will be asked to give up the idol or necklace, making immunity all requires. There have been several cases where personal immunity challenges occurred before the merger, and generally, one survivor in each tribe will receive immunity, after which both tribes will attend tribal council, one by
one. This is used to quickly dilute the number of remaining survivors. Although a wide range of challenges have been used throughout the survival broadcast, a number of challenges are often reused: a food-eating challenge, which includes food items that may be local delicacies but are considered disgusting or
nauseating by the survivors. These have been seen more often in previous seasons, but in recent years have become much less frequent. A trivia quiz or know your tribe, where survivors who provide correct answers may kick other survivors off the challenge and prevent them from winning. A survival auction, used
instead of a reward challenge, in which players receive a sum of money to use to bid on food items (known and unknown at the time of the tender), other momentary luxuries like a bath, or in-game benefits, such as a hint of a hidden immunity idol or an advantage in the upcoming immunity challenge. Challenge loved
ones, where a spouse, parent, sibling, adult child or friend of any survivor was flown to the scene to participate in the challenge with or for their exploitation. The winner usually gets to spend more time with their loved ones Either on a short trip or back at camp. A second-chance challenge, where people of previous
challenges are on one path. The latest immunity challenge is often a long-duration endurance challenge, giving the remaining players time to make last-minute deals and deals to enter the final tribal council. Tribal Council is a special production phase located near the tribal camps. The tribes sit in front of a fire pit from
the host while the jury, if present, sits on the sidelines. A small moan adjacent to the structure for the players to vote privately. Tribal council almost always serves as the finale of the episode. The first time any player attends tribal council, he or she takes a torch and turns it on enter the fire pit while the host reminds them
that fire represents life in this game. During the jury phase of the game, the host will convene for the jury after the tribe sits down and reminds the jury that they are there to gather information but not to speak or participate in any other way. The host will then continue to ask the tribe questions about what has taken place
since their last visit to tribal council (or the start of the game). The host asks these questions in hopes of bringing tribal dynamics to light, and players in dangerous situations may disclose information or bargain with others to keep themselves in the game. Although the audience usually sees only a few minutes of each
tribal council, some last for hours. The host concludes the formal debate by announcing that it is time to vote. During the second half of the game, the host gives the winners of the immunity challenge the choice to keep their immunity chain to themselves or give it to another player, then reminds the players that they can't
vote for the players who end up wearing the chains. The moderator then instructs the players to vote in goa one by one. After writing their vote, each player has the opportunity to turn to the camera before voting in the ballot pitcher. Once all the players have voted, the host collects the urn, counts the votes, and returns to
the pit of fire with the urn. Starting with Survival: Fiji, the host offers players the chance to vote on an immunity idol before the votes are announced. If a player produces an idol, he must declare which player the idol protects (usually a player can protect anyone, including himself). The host then confirms whether the idol
is legal, and if so, the host declares that any vote for the protected player will not count. The host reminds the tribe that once the votes are read, the decision is final, and the deposed player must leave the tribal council area immediately. When enough votes were read to eliminate one player, all the additional votes
remained unread and unknown to the players (in almost all cases, the remaining votes are also for the player voted out). The host instructs the deposed actor to bring his torch, It's out, and tells the player that the tribe has said its say (or on rare occasions, an appropriate variation of it) and it's time for you to go. As the
deposed player walks away, the host makes one final distinction before telling the rest of the tribe to take the torches and return to camp and wish them a good night. Occasionally, tribes that haven't started a fire themselves or earned it a challenge will have to put out their torches or leave their torches at tribal council.
The ousted actor has a final confessional to express his feelings about being voted out before being isolated with other actors voted out by the end of filming. Later players who are voted out join the jury to decide the winner. The jury is isolated until the end of the final tribal council. While isolated, jurors cannot deliberate
their jury voting or experiences with other jurors to prevent any possible cooperation or collusion from undersharing within the jury. After their vote at the final tribal council, jurors also can't debate their vote with anyone lest they spoil the surprise exposure at the end of the season. Relationships happen occasionally.
Typically, players vote a second time when only the equal players are eligible for impeachment. If the second vote doesn't break parity, different tiebreakers have broken the deadlock. These tiebreakers have changed throughout the seasons. On Survivor: Australian Aberback and Survivor: Africa, the deadlock was
broken by eliminating the player with the highest number of previous votes against them. If the players had the same number of previous votes against them, as seen in Africa, equality is resolved by a sudden death challenge (in this case a trivia quiz about nature), when the loser is eliminated. This soon led to alliances



choosing a player to eliminate based on their voting history over other relevant factors. To put all players on ground even in the seasons to come, unrelated voters have a few minutes to debate and must reach a unanimous decision on which survivor-related eliminate. If they succeed, their chosen survivor will be
eliminated; If not, all non-immune bums draw hidden stones from a bag, and the kisser who pulls out the rock in a strange color is wiped out. It encourages players to change their votes to avoid a dead end and punishes desalination for stagnation. The tiebreaker in the rock lottery occurred three times: in Survivor:
Marquis, Survivor: Blood vs. Water and Survival: Millennials vs. Generation X. On Survivor: Marquis, the rock draw occurred with four players remaining, and the equality players were involved in the debate and would be eligible for impeachment; Host Jeff Probst later revealed that it was a mistake and that this tiebreaker
should only be used when six or more players are involved. Following survival: Marquis, the whole standoff with four remaining players was resolved by a firefighting duel in which the first survivor is linked to a small high fire build Burning rope stays in play. The fire department's tiebreaker was also used for survival:
Palau at tribal council, where only two members were left to the losing tribe. The final tribal council when only two - or, in later seasons, three - players stay in the game, finalists and jurors gather for the final tribal council. The change to three finalists presents a greater challenge to the survivors who win the final immunity
challenge: while that person has taken his place as a finalist, he cannot unilaterally decide which of the other survivors they will compete for the jury votes. At the final tribal council, any remaining survivors growl before the jury. One by one, each jury appeals to each or all of the finalists, asking a question or commenting
on the behavior of the finalists in the game. Jurors often ask questions in hopes of answers that will help make their decision, while comments and speeches are usually an effort to influence other jurors. Finalists are generally free to respond to these questions and comments as right, although jurors can prohibit them
from explicitly responding. Starting with Survivor: A game changer in the U.S., the process went from each juror who received the floor one by one to a controlled hearing highlighting the show's three main tents: Outwit, Outplay and Outlast. After the investigation, finalists often have one last chance to make their case.
The host then reminds the jury that they are writing their choice to win (versus writing their choice to eliminate, as in all other votes) and last time declares that it is time to vote. One by one, jurors vote privately in shade. As with regular impeachment votes, jurors can choose to turn to the camera to explain their vote. The
host then collects the Urn of the Ashes, and for most seasons, leaves the votes unclaimed until the end of a live broadcast months later, at the end of the season broadcast, where they read the votes publicly and exclaim the sole survivor. In the finale of Survivor: Micronesia, the only season so far with two finalists and
eight jurors reportedly host Jeff Probst had a white envelope containing the tiebreaker, but the exact nature of this tiebreaker is not publicly known. [7] This contingency plan was also in place for third ties that included three finalists and nine jurors. In a showdown of Survivor: Game Changers, Probst revealed that a two-
way draw in the final three would be broken with the third-place finish casting the deciding vote. It first happened on Survivor: Ghost Island, when Wendell Holland and Domenic Abate each received five votes to win. Laurel Johnson, the third-place finisher, became the 11th and final jury and the deciding vote. In the
French series, the ties between the two finalists are resolved by their coronation to the winners, as seen in their third and seventh seasons. Evacuation and resignation some players were kicked out of the game in a different way than for their vote Survivors suffering serious injuries or exhaustion are assessed by the
medical staff who are always on call. The medical staff may provide treatment and give the player the opportunity to continue the game, warning them of the health risks involved. However, if the doctor determines that the player is at risk of permanent injury or death and should be removed from the game for the sake of
his personal health, he will be removed and taken to a nearby hospital. On Survivor: Cambodia, producers announced that one of the survivors' remaining children had been hospitalized, and the poke was taken out of the game to return home and be with their family. Khao Rong has undergone the most evacuations so
far, with three. Occasionally, survivors who do not require medical attention decided to withdraw from the game, without waiting to be voted out, due to physical or emotional exhaustion - either by announcing at tribal council, in which case they were releasing the game without any vote, or by recovering from the camp
after clarifying their intentions to producers and being interviewed by the host. When a player leaves the game without being voted out, the other tribes are notified of the late player's expulsion, and the next tribal council may be canceled. Once the players merge into one tribe, anyone removed from the game by medical
evacuation is still eligible to participate in a jury once medical examiners consider them healthy enough to do so. Those who left the game voluntarily may also be eligible for the jury, and if their reasons for leaving are deemed sufficient, they may also still be allowed to make a farewell speech to the camera. Hidden
immunity idols Hidden immunity idols are pocket-sized ornaments — usually necklaces — that may fit the theme of the season, hidden around tribal camps or elsewhere that hawks have access to. When played at tribal council, the hidden immunity idol makes the survivor who plays him immune from elimination at tribal
council. Idols are usually usable until tribal council with five players remaining, and should not be 100th to other players when found. The idol, previously found by an actor, cannot be stolen from them, but other survivors can look through their property to see if they have it. Idols can, however, be passed on to other
players at any stage, or be played on another player at tribal council. Once an idol leaves the game, either by game or by the holder leaving the game with their idol, an alternate idol may be hidden. First seen in Survivor: Guatemala, several seasons have used different iterations of the idol: an idol that can be played
before the votes are cast, thus preventing all other players from voting against the player who cast him (as can be played in Guatemala) an idol that can be played after the vote to read, thus denying all votes against the player who cast him and canceling it A survivor with the highest vote total (as seen in Panama and
the Cook Islands. Khao Rong and anti-healer heroes against Hustlers like Super Idol) An idol that can be played after the votes are cast but before they are called, thus ruling out all votes against the player who cast him and eliminating the exploitation with the next highest vote total (as seen in all seasons from Fiji
onwards) the third type of idol is seen as a happy psychic in relation to the previous two versions and forcing both the voters and the idol to make a decision More complex strategy: Voters may have to vote without knowing whether the person they are voting for has a hidden immunity idol or without knowing whether that
person will choose to vote on it, and the person with the idol must decide whether to vote in it without knowing whether enough votes have been cast to unseat them from the game. This type of idol may be wasted if a player uses it and doesn't get the highest number of votes, and other times idol holders can choose not
to use the idol, intending to keep it for use at a later date, but will be canceled with their idol not played. Although this third idol continues to be used, two seasons have used the last two forms of idols simultaneously: bakgayan, clues given to the third type of idol, but an idol with the second force was hidden without clues;
This idol could not be moved. In Kaôh Rōng, all hidden idols were of the third kind, but two idols can be combined with one of the other, known as a master idol. Strategically, survivors used the idol as a bargaining chip to align with them other players and swing pending voices in a particular direction; As a result, some
players were inspired to create fake hidden immunity idols, or leave them where the original idol was found, or carry them as bluffs to try to change people's voting strategies before tribal council. If a fake idol is played at tribal council, the host points out that it's not the real idol and throws it in the fire. In the US version of
the show, producers encouraged actors to create fake idols by delivering decorative materials - such as beads, string and paint - using in-game accessories. [12] In Cambodia, all idols were deliberately made to look different from each other to encourage more survivors to make fake idols. To help the nogels find the idol,
a series of clues are given to them sequentially in a number of different ways. A clue may be given to the winner of the prize challenge, hidden between the awards, announced by the host to all remaining survivors, or given to a crook sent to Exile Island or temporarily sent to live with the other tribe. Survivors are under
no obligation to share the clues to the idol with other players. Clues continue to be provided even after an actor secretly found the idol. Each hint in sequence includes all Clues given to this location. Only after a new idol is hidden are new clues given to players. In later seasons, players were acutely aware that hidden
idols might be in play from the start of the game and some began searching for them near apparent landmarks before any clues were provided. One survivor, Russell Hantz, managed to find two idols during survival: Samoa without the assistance of clues. In light of the so-called Russell factor, producers then began to
hide the idols in places harder to land,[14] and on Survivor: Nicaragua, clues contained a jigsaw puzzle of ribos rather than text,[15] though it was not carried into or beyond the next season. Exile Island is in a remote location away from tribal camps, where one or two survivors are sent to live in isolation from the rest of
their tribe. Exile Island was first introduced on Survivor: Palau, when one contestant was made to be left alone on the beach for one day, as a result of being the first to drop out of the immunity challenge. This turn was not regularly used until survival: Panama; It was also used in the Cook Islands, Fiji, Micronesia, Gabon,
Strawberries and San Juan del Sur. The first contestant to send him to Exile Island was Yao-Man Chan. A selected player was exiled to a place (usually a small island) besides the main tribal camps. Typically, the survivor was exiled after the prize challenge, leaving the location of the challenge to Exile Island, and
usually returning just before the next immunity challenge. The exiled survivors are chosen as a result of the prize challenge: at the tribal stage, a member of the losing tribe was exiled (usually exiled by the winning tribe), while in the individual stage, the winner of the prize challenge holds the exclusive right to choose.
Unless stated otherwise, players who win the right to decide who goes to Exile Island can also choose to go themselves. In Micronesia, Tutbains and San Juan del Sur, one man from each tribe was sent to exile island. In several seasons with Exile Island, there have been tribal exchanges with an uneven number of
survivors remaining, such as in Panama, Fiji, Gabon, David versus Goliath; The remaining contestant was treated as a tribeless and exiled immediately after its formation. In this case, the competitor was immune until after the next tribal council, joining a tribe that lost the next immunity challenge. Once selected, the
exiled competitor is sent there immediately. They receive minimal survival tools, usually water mitina, macheto, pot, and a limited amount of shelter. The two main drawbacks of being on Exile Island are the lack of food and water, which can weaken a player and make them less effective at challenges, and the isolation
from other contestants, which can cause the player to step out of the loop and weaken their status in their tribe. Competitors are often sent to Exile Island for one or both strategic reasons. In certain seasons, exiled Receive a consolation prize: In all seasons with Exile Island, the exiled survivor receives a clue to the
hidden immunity idol (or the elimination of the idol on David vs. Goliath.), which may or may not be located on the island. On Survivor: Gabon, the exiled survivor was given the opportunity to give up their idol's hint of immediate comfort, and on Survivor: Tcontins, the survivor of the diaspora had the right to exchange
tribes. Occasionally, the exiled survivor is ordered to return after the next tribal council and win automatic immunity. Other exile incises Two seasons of the American version used different variations on the exile's infancy. In China, tribes that won prize challenges have earned the right to kidnap a member of the losing
tribe, who will stay with them until the next immunity challenge. The kidnapped man got a clue to the hidden immunity idol that he or she must give to one member of the victorious tribe. Samoa uses an in reverse version of the abduction law, known as a spy expedition (also known as contemplation). The victorious tribe
had to send one of their own to accompany the other tribe until the immunity challenge. Those two twists retired after the merger. In Khao Rong, the three tribes were returned to two tribes, with 13 players remaining; The remaining survivor, Julia Solovski, was exiled to the now-canceled third camp and joined a tribe that
lost the next immunity challenge the day after their tribal council. In a game changer, the Tribes switched with 15 players remaining, with Debbie exiled for not being placed in the tribe. Unlike other visitors to Exile Island, Debbie was sent on a luxury yacht. The 36th season of the US version featured the titular Ghost
Island, which resembled Exile Island but included memorabilia and props from previous seasons of Survivor, including a number of misplayed benefits. Deported survivors have been given the opportunity to acquire these benefits in a game of chance where they can either gain an advantage or lose their vote at their next
tribal council. Redemption Island is a twist used in Survival: Redemption Island, Survivor: South Pacific and Survival: Blood vs. Water, in which the deposed contestants stay in the game, exiled from the other survivors, competing in challenges for a chance to get back into the game. It was first used in several
international editions, including the Swedish version, the Israeli version as the Island of the Dead, the second season of the Philippine version as Purgacer Island (Purgacer Island), the second season of the Serbian version as the Ghost Island and the first season of the Romanian version as the Island of Exile. After
being deposed, the contestants were exiled to Redemption Island, where they will take care of themselves like the survivors in the game properly until the next person is deposed. The day after tribal council, there is a duel in which the winner stays on the island and the losers are eliminated for good; With impeachment,
the losers of the duel Remove their bandana and throw it into a small fire pit. There are two places where the winner of the duel returns to the game: in the merger, where Redemption Island has been cleared and reset; And when there are four players left in the main game, at which point Redemption Island is retired.
Double elimination cycles, or any other interference with the game format, lead to three or four duel lists instead of two. On Survivor: Redemption Island Only the loser in the duel has been cancelled, resulting in four players competing in the final due to two double impeachment cycles, with two tribal councils and no duel
in between. For Survival: South Pacific, the rules were changed so that only the winner stayed in the game while everyone else was eliminated. On Survivor: Blood vs. Water, there were three competitors in each duel, with only one player eliminated in each duel, except for those in which the only winner returned to the
main game. Redemption Island in Blood vs. Water introduced additional changes to match with the game's main twist of featuring couples of loved ones. Before each duel, the survivors with their loved ones on Redemption Island are given the choice to replace their loved one on Redemption Island, with their loved one
returning to the main game and replacing them with the tribe. In addition, the first-place winner of the duel must give a clue to a hidden immunity idol for every survivor in the main game. A short-term variation of the Redemption Island twist is used on Australian Survivor, where at tribal council, survivors are notified that
the next two players voted out (the survivor voted for that night and at the next tribal council) will not be expelled from the game, but rather they will be exiles. In exile, the two survivors will compete in an Island of Redemption duel, with the winner returning to the tribe and staying in the game, and the loser officially
deposed. This twist was used for Survivor Australia 2018 and Survivor Australia 2019. Two variations of the exile twist were used during the Australian Survivor: All Stars - the first was during a dual tribal council, in which the two tribes ousted an actor, who would compete in a fire-making duel. The winner returns to the
tribe and the loser is eliminated. In the second variation there were 3 players voted out in 2 tribal councils - the 6 players will compete in two challenges to get back into the game - the 3 remaining will face a vote at tribal council to determine who will be voted out. Other seasons have introduced alternate twists in which
voted out players can return to the game. In 2003, Survivor: Pearl Islands introduced the outcast twist, contested by the six survivors voted out as the outcast tribe against the two remaining tribes; When the Outcast Clan won the challenge, they earned the right to vote for two of their own back in the game, while the
other two tribes had to depose players; As a result, the tribes merged. In the seventh season of The Israeli Vandalized players remained in the game as zombies, challenging their former tribemates to stay in the game and vote in their place at tribal council; Like Redemption Island, zombies are back in the game in a
merger near the end of the game. The 2019 Season Survivor: Edge of Extinction allowed players to reverse the decision to leave the game, or go to Titular Island. Once there, the contestants survived on fewer supplies than were available in the main game, but they were able to retire at any time. The players on the
island competed in a personal challenge at united, and with five players remaining, with the winner returning for the main game. This twist came back two seasons later for Survivor: Winners of War. Each player receives an award for participation in Survivor depending on how long he or she lasts in the game. For most
seasons, the runner-up gets $100,000, and third place wins $85,000. All other players receive money on a sliding scale, though specific amounts have rarely been made public. Sonia Christopher, the first actor to be deposed from Survivor: Borneo, received $2,500. In Survivor: Fiji, the first season with second place,
received $100,000 each, and Yao-Man Chan received $60,000 for fourth place. All actors also receive an additional $10,000 for their appearance on the reunion show. In the 40th season of the American version (all winners' edition), winner Tony Vlachus received $2,000,000, the biggest prize money in the show's
history. Most seasons between Australian outback and Fiji have presented a prize challenge at the end of the season in which the winner gets a car. That award was notorious for what was later called the car curse, referring to the fact that no player who won a car went on to win the game during its original season. On
Survivor: In Australian Abra, Colby Donaldson won the Pontiac Aztec. On Survivor: Africa, Lex van den Berge won the Chevrolet Avalanche. In Survivor: Marquis, Sean Rector won VUE Saturn. Survivor: Thailand, Ted Rogers won the Chevrolet Trailblizer. On Survivor: The Amazon, Matthew von Artfelde won the Saturn
Bayonne. On Survivor: Pearl Islands, Burton Roberts won the GMC XUV messenger. On Survivor: All-Stars, Rob Mariano Won Chevrolet Colorado. In addition, Rob was allowed to bring another contestant with him for the trip; He chose Amber Barkich, who received a Chevrolet Malibu as a result. Survivor: Vanuatu,
Eliza Orleans won the Pontiac G6. Survivor: Palau, Ian Rosenberger won the Chevrolet Corvette. In Survivor: Guatemala, Cindy Hall won the Torrent Pontiac in 2006; She was given the option of giving up her prize to give the other remaining players a car, but refused. Survivor: Panama, Terry Dietz won the GMC
Yukon. In Survivor: Fiji, Yao-Man Chan won for Ford in 2008 Duty but gave it to fellow competitor Andria Dreamz Erez as part of the strategic deal. Hud would have been a fuss in the deal and none of them won. Other prizes are given after the game, usually at the live session immediately after the winner's coronation.
On Survivor: All Stars, Union, Amber, as sole survivor, was asked to choose one of the competitors to get a car; She chose Shi An Huiang. On Survivor: Tribal Council of America Following the All-Stars finale, Rupert Bonham was chosen by a popularity survey of survivor scouts to win $1 million. For two seasons,
viewers of Survivor voted their favorite player to win a new car. Survivor: Panama: Surrey Fields Survivor: Cook Islands: Ozzy West From Survivor: China to Survivor: Carmoy, survivor scouts voted their favorite player to win $100,000. Survivor: China: James Clement Survival: Micronesia: James Clement Survivor:
Gabon: Robert Bob Crowley Survivor: Tocantins: James J.T. Thomas Jr. Survivor: Samoa: Russell Hantz Survivor: Heroes vs. Villains: Russell Hantz Survivor: Nicaragua: Jane Bright Survival: Redemption Island: Rob Mariano Survivor: South Pacific: Ozzy Lusth Survivor: World One: Kim Spainlin Survivor: Philippines:
Lisa Whelchel Survivor: Kremlin: Malcolm Freberg Variations format besides U. S. Version , other franchises introduced variations and twists to the game. Most of these twists and variations are also used in other franchises: Expedition Robinson Sweden The title card for the 15th season of The Robinson Expedition,
Robinson: Rebnshan. During the 1998 and 1999 seasons, during the pre-merger part of the contest, when a tribe lost an immunity challenge, the opposing tribe would vote to eliminate one of its members. In the 1998 season, Joker joined the game halfway. This twist has since become widespread among survivalist
versions around the world, either as a twist or contingency plan. During the 1999 season, the contestants were initially divided into four tribes. This twist will later be used in the American version of Survivor During Survival: Exile Island and Survivor: Cook Islands. During the 1999 season, the black vote turn was
introduced. During the merger part of the contest every time someone was voted out before leaving tribal council, they voted one more vote. That vote will then be made to the next tribal council and whoever got the vote, assuming they don't have immunity, will vote against them. During the 2002 season, when a
contestant was eliminated they were sent to a secret island where they would take part in a duel with another voted out competitor. The competitor who lost said the duel would be canceled for good while the winner remained on the island. The man still inhabiting the island with only three competitors left in the game
would have returned to competition. This twist will later be used in several different versions of And it's recently been used for survival: Redemption Island and Survival: The South Pacific. During the star version of the Robinson Expedition the tribes were initially divided into two tribes, one made up of veterans and the
other of Fans. This type of twist was also used in the American version of Survival During Survival: Micronesia. During the 2004 season, the turnaround known as Team X was introduced shortly after the competition began a new group of competitors entered the game and lived separately and veered away from the other
competitors up to a point in the game. This twist has since also been used in Norway of the 2009 season. During the 2004 and 2005 seasons, a former contestant entered the game. This twist has since been used in many different versions of survival around the world. During the 2005 season, the tribes were initially
divided into a wealthy tribe and a poor tribe. This twist has since been used in danish, Norwegian and American versions, mostly in Survivor: Fiji. Expediti Robinson Belgium/Netherlands During the 2005 season, the tribes were initially divided by age to old and young, with the veteran contestants aged forty or older and
the young contestants under thirty. This twist was later used during Survivor: Nicaragua and RobinsonSpegijonen 2009. During the pre-merger part of the 2006 season, two former competitors returned to the game to lead the Tribes. As leader, they were allowed to give individual immunity to every member of their tribe
when they went to tribal council. Neither of these two contestants were eligible to win and both left shortly before the merger. A similar turnaround occurred in the survival of South Africa: champions, with the exception of sporting champions instead of former competitors. With only three contestants left during the 2006
season, all the contestants who lost on loser island voted to eliminate one of the finalists. The 2007 season began with 100 competitors. Because many of these contestants have not appeared on the show for more than a few episodes, many of their last name is unknown. When it came time to unveil the winner of the
2008 season, it was revealed that the jury vote was pegged to 3-3. That led to 74 former contestants voting for the winner. During the 2009 season, the two tribes were initially made up of only women, while a smaller tribe of men was hidden on a secluded beach. The men eventually entered the main competition in the
fourth episode. A similar twist was later used during Robinson's 2011. The run in 2014 saw the introduction of a tricycle clan competition: heaven, earth and hell. Hell lies in the middle of the mangrove bush. During the first few episodes, the losing tribe would unseat a friend and move to hell. The 2015 season began in a
personal format. It started with 17 players, but the challenges had to be played in even two teams. So, before the first three challenges, one person was sent off The island and the rest formed two teams. So the challenges were played with two groups of eight, seven and six. After that, only 11 players remain on the
island. They had to form one group of seven and one group of four, which would join the three men sent to Taiac. From that knockout, it was Camp Nord again against Camp Zaud. Koh-Lanta (France) Every season of Koh-Lanta, just before the merger of the tribe, an ambassador is elected in each tribe. By Season 8,
they had the power to give one more vote to each contestant at the first tribal council of the merged tribe. In Season 9 and later in the seasons (including two All-Stars seasons), they managed to eliminate a competitor directly. However, if none of the ambassadors agree to vote for/eliminate one competitor, they must
draw one gem from a case. Whoever gets the black pearl loses and gets a vote or is voted out directly depending on the season. During season three (Bocas del Toro), the oldest man and woman had the option of choosing the composition of their tribes, as long as gender equality was respected. During Season 4
(Panama), the two tribes were divided by gender. However, after 8 days, the tribes were involved. During the 10th season (Vietnam) a variation was used, in which the tribes were divided by gender, but one person per tribe was of the opposite sex. During Season 5 (Pacific) and Season 6 (Vanuatu), the tribes were
divided by age: older or younger than 31. During Season 7 (Palawan) and Season 8 (Cremoe), there was a challenge before the tribal lineup was decided: the best man and woman were given the right to decide the composition of their tribes, while the last man and woman were eliminated directly. The final rule was also
applied in Season 9 (Palau) and the first All-Stars season. During the second All-Stars season, seven previous competitors were part of one tribe, while the other tribe was made up of famous French athletes. In Season 11 (Raja Empat), two new rules were introduced: the hidden immunity idol, known for its appearance
in the American version, and a new law called Vote Noir (Black Vote). Once a contestant is voted out at tribal council, he or she will be able to vote once more against one of the remaining contenders in his tribe before he retires from the game. This vote is counted at the next tribal council of the tribe. The third All-Stars
season featured 16 former contestants who, despite their performances, had not previously become the sole survivor. In Season 12 (Malaysia), four of the top 20 contenders will not initially be part of the opening two tribes. Instead, they will be in a version of Exile Island, and will need to prove themselves to fit into one of
the two tribes. Also, for the first time in the program's history, two competitors will be voted out at once in one tribal council. Due to accidental death on the first day of the 13th shooting season, In charge of producing the show, he decided to cancel the 2013 season. After a fierce discussion of these events in the media
regarding medical conditions, the program doctor committed suicide. However, that didn't stop the series entirely, back in 2014 with a fourth All-Star season. Robinson Ekspeditionen Denmark Because it was originally thought that Robinson's fifth season would be the last to air in Denmark, Robinson Ekspeditionen 2002
was the first ever All-Stars version of Survivor to be broadcast worldwide. Since then there have been several all-stars versions, including versions in America, Belgium/Netherlands, France, Israel and Sweden. During the 2005 season, the contestants were divided into tribes based on where they were from within
Denmark. During the 2006 season all the contestants were well-known Danish athletes. Depending on the theme of the season, during the 2006 season all contestants were eliminated by duel instead of voting. During the 2007 season, the tribes were made up of previous Robinson Accessories contestants and
contestants of another program known as Paradise Hotel. During the 2008 season, the tribes were made up of Robinson Exhibition fans and former contestants from the Paradise Hotel. During the 2009 season, the tribes were initially divided into smart and dumb based on IQ test results that competitors took before the
competition began. During the 2010 season, contestants participated in a challenge that would eventually divide them into masters and slaves within their tribes (one tribe consisted of male masters and slaves, while the other was made up of women of male masters and slaves). Robinsonid (Estonia), Robinson (Latvia),
Robinsonai (Lithuania) Because a representative from each participating country was needed for the final, the last remaining member of any tribe was immune from all remaining impeachments. In all of Baltic Robinson's seasons, the jury will vote for whoever they didn't want to win as opposed to who they voted for.
These votes will be added along with those given to the losers of the plank (in all seasons) and those of the public (in the first two seasons) or the finalists (in Season 3). Israel's exploitation presented the double power challenge in Survivor 10: The Caribbean. The Double Power Challenge is a personal challenge, which
is played after the immunity challenge. Every person who goes to tribal council had to compete, and the winner of the challenge won extra power at tribal council. Introduced To Armlet in Survival 10: Pearl Islands. Besides the immunity challenge, in which the challenge winner wins immunity, the Israeli version presented
Armlet's veto, in which the winner of the veto challenge receives the arm. The purpose of The Armlet Veto is to cancel the vote of exploitation. RobinsonSpeedijonen Norway in November 2011 It was announced that Robinson Speedisjonen's 2012 season would be Known as Robinson: Vinter (Robinson: Winter) and it
will be robinson's first ever season or survival ever to take place in cold climates as it was filmed in Norway. The survival of the Philippines featured the cursed pearls and white, both about the size of a standard pool ball. During the blending phase, the person voted out, before closing their torch, will receive one or both
pearls and give each pearl to one of the remaining survivors. The survivor who receives the cursed pearl gets one vote at the next tribal council. In case the cursed pearl is lost, the holder will receive two votes. In concert, the cursed pearl is called the black pearl (although in the first season, its true color is really silver).
On the other hand, the white pearl will reduce one vote from the count in favor of sanctuary at the next tribal council, if at least one such vote goes up. It was shown in the first season of Survivor of the Philippines. Introduced the blood gem in the surviving Philippines: Palau. The blood pearl served the same purpose as
the cursed pearl, only, the holder will receive two votes at the next tribal council. In case the blood pearl is lost, three votes will be counted against the holder. Introduced the island of Purgatorio, which is called Redemption Island in the American version. Introduced the Pairs format in the Philippines Survival: Celebrity
Couples Showdown, in which survivors grouped as couples with existing relationships. In this format, the couple is treated as one survivor, in which both members are granted immunity after winning immunity challenges, both win prize challenges, and both are voted out at tribal council. Also in Survivor of the Philippines:
Celebrity Couples Showdown, the Seduction Award was presented. The winning tribe in the prize challenge will choose one or two of their own to be the only one to participate in the seduction prize. After the seduction award was presented, the chosen ones were then presented even with the result that comes with
receiving the seduction award. Rejecting temptation is also an option if those chosen think of accepting it as too damaging to their life in the game. Twists from unknown sources During 2002 Several different versions of Survivor used a twist of gender-based tribes as the main twist to their seasons. Due to the fact that at
the time the Baltic, Belgian/Dutch, Danish, Norwegian and Swede seasons traveled together to preserve and collect their resources, there is no way to determine which production team came up with the idea of the twist (although it is unlikely to be of the Baltics or Norway as none of the editions have ever used this twist).
The same twist was used a few months later in 2003 during Survivor: Amazon and a few years later in 2004 during Survivor: Vanuatu. Rules of this section game do not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by Quotes for reliable sources. You can challenge and remove material that is not sourced. (August
2013) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) With the exception of occasional challenges involving wrestling or limited combat, any physical violence between players will result in immediate expulsion from the game. At tribal council, players are not allowed to vote for themselves, nor can they spoil their
ballots or refuse to vote. Players must also show who they voted for the camera inside the voting booth. Contestants must comply with U.S. law as well as local law. Violating any of these rules will result in immediate removal from the game. A normal hidden immunity idol can be played after the vote has been cast but
before they are called. A special hidden immunity idol can be played after reading the votes. Hidden immunity idols can't be stolen by another player. If a competitor wins the hidden immunity idol, all votes that vote for the contestant will not count, and the person with the next large number of votes will be eliminated.
Contestants are not allowed to skip tribal councils, and cannot refuse to participate in immunity or reward challenge unless the game offers them the opportunity to do so. This rule was permitted for Philip Shepard in Survivor: Carmowani (due to a traumatic event in childhood) and by Missy Payne in Survivor: San Juan
del Sur (due to injury). Tribal members are not allowed to raid or visit another tribe's campsite unless they do so as part of an immunity challenge, reward challenge or tribal merger activity with the other tribe. They also can't visit the TV crew complex. However, exceptions to this rule were made as a result of an accident
(as seen in Survivor: The Cook Islands) or challenging victories. On Survivor: Guatemala One tribe deliberately visited the other to invite them to a lounge in their lake pool. If a competitor is seriously injured or ill, the player, the other contestants, the host, or even the team filming the players can call medical staff for help.
In some cases, the player can be treated in their camp, but the player can also be considered cannot participate further by the medical staff and is then taken from the camp to a medical facility, and removed from the game. Often, players may decide for themselves whether their health will allow them to continue.
Competitors who decide to withdraw from the competition for any reason that is unhealthy - or others related to emergencies may or may not be called back to the final jury, pending the producers' decision, and may or may not be able to get their closing speech aired, if their reasons are sufficient. (This rule is added after
the survivor ends: Nicaragua. Expulsion from competition for breach of the rules is not allowed to join the jury. Depending on the country in which the program takes place, contestants may be prohibited from killing local wildlife. Survival Worldwide The survival format has been adapted into many international versions of
the series, some of which were named after the original Robinson expedition. Legend: Currently airing a franchise franchise with an upcoming season franchise no longer aired as unknown country/region local title local title network(s) winners host Botswana, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Namibia, Nigeria, Zambia, Zimbabwe
Survivor Africa M-Net Season 1, 2006: Tsholofelo Gasenelwe Anthony Osimi Argentina Expedición Robinson Canal Robinson 13 Season 1, 2000: Sebastian Martino Season 2, 2001: Maria Victoria Fernandez Julián Weich Australia Survivor Nine Network Season 1, 2002: Rob Dixon Lincoln Haws Network 10 Season 3,
2016: Kristy Bennett Season 4, 2017: Jericho Malabonga Season 5, 2 - Shane Gould - Season 6, 2019 - Season 7, 2020 - David Jant - - Season 8, 2021 - German Delegation Robinson ORFRTL 2 Season 1, 2000: Melanie Laver[b] Volker Piesczek Azerbaijan Ekstrim Azơrbaycan םירטסקא  Azerbaijan Season 1, 2011 :

ןוסניבור ןוסניבור /  אטיל  היבטל , הינוטסא , ןימא  ןטסיא  קנ  לאמכ צ'  / Robinsoni / RobinzonaiRobinson TV3 EstoniaTV3 LatviaTV3 2001 הנוע 2 , ןאקומ  : 2000 הנוע 1 , אטיל  : Māris Šveiduks סמיר : 2002 הנוע 3 ,  Valeikis לימא  RutikuPauls TimrotsVytautas Kernagis Džunglistaar / Džungļu zvaigznes / Džiungles,1 הנוע םיבכוכ  לגנו  ג'
2004: Dagmāra Legante Tõnu KarkRaimond DombrovskisVytautas Kernagis הירדנלפ היגלב ,  Expeditie ןוסניבור Expedition ןוסניבור  VIER ןאו לטרב  רקב  הד  בור  : 2018 הנוע 1 ,  Riet דנלוה היגלב ,  Expeditie ןוסניבור Expedition ןוסניבור  VT4NET 5 קולב קרד  : 02 2000 הנוע 3 , קאיווקמ  דר  ' ציר : 2001 הנוע 2 , סויבוהנדניל  ןיראק  : 2000 הנוע 1 ,
ןאיט 2 ( 2-5  ) רקא ןאו  סור  ( 1  ) סנסנ הריסד  ( 1-5  ) ךאבלסאה לופ  - טסנרא רדלמ  הד  קנרפ  : 2004 הנוע 5 , סמרוב  הטו  ג' : 2003 הנוע 4 , BERTL 5 2005 הנוע 6 ,  : Marnix Allegaert Season 7, 2006: Olga Urashova Ernst-Paul Hasselbach (6–7) Lotte Verlackt (6–7) Evi Hanssen (7) 2BERTL 5 Season 8 , 2007: Vinncent Arrendell Season 9,
2008: Yin Oei Sian Season 10, 2009: Marcel Vandezande Season 11, 2010: Regina Romeijn Season 12, 2011: Tanja Dexters Season 13, 2012: Fatima Moreira de Melo Ernst-Paul Hasselbach (8–9) Evi Hanssen (8–13) Eddy Zoëy (10–12) Dennis Weening (13) VIERVideoland Season 21, 2020: Thomas Roobrouck
Bartel Van Riet (21-present) Geraldine Kemper (21-present) Expeditie Robinson: Strijd der TitanenExpedition Robinson: Battle of the Titans Tien2BE Season 1, 2006: Ryan van Esch Ernst-Paul HasselbachLotte Verlackt Brazil No LimiteOn the Limit Globo Season 1, 2000: Elaine de Melo Season 2, 2001: Léo Rassi
Season 3 , 2001: Triguero Season 4, 2009: Luciana de Araujo Zika Camargo Bulgaria Сơрвайввр ВУSurvivor BG BTV Season 1, 2006: Nelly Ivanova Season 2, 2007: Georgi Kostdinov Season 3, 2008: Nikolai Martinov Season 4, 2009:[20] Georgi Kahaiov Season 5, 2014: Vanja Dzfrovic Kamwednichrov (1) Vladimir
Karamazov (2-5) Evtim Miloshev (4) China ⾛⼊Hack Barrowicz 格⾥ Shangri-La CCTV Season 1, 2001: Members of chile's unknown sun village Expedición La Isla VIPExpedition Robinson : Canal VIP Island 13 Season 1, 2006: Marcella Roberts Sergio Lagos Carla Fixed Colombia Expedición RobinsonSusing Robinson
Caracol TV Season 1, 2001: Rolando Patarroyo Season 2, 2002: Cristobal Echevarría Margarita Francisco La Isla de los Famos.o.s.Island Famous RC Season 1, 2004: Maria Cecilia Sánchez Season 2, 2005: Leonel Alvarez Season 3, 2006 Lucas Jaramillo Season 4, 2007: José Javier Ramirez Guillermo Prieto (1-4)
Katrine Porto (1) Croatia Survivor : Odisejev OtokSurvivor: Odyssey Island HRT Season 1, 2005: Vazmenko Pervanu Unknown Czech TrosečníkCastaway TV Prima Season 1, 2006: Ingrid Golsova Mark and Ahut Robinsonov Ostrowrowinson Island Nova Season 1, 2017: Mark Orlik Season 2, 2018: Martin Slozil
Onderge Novotny Denmark Robinson Robinson EkspeditionenRobinson Expedition TV3 Season 1 1998: Regina Pedersen Season 2, 1999: Dan Marsstrand Season 3, 2000: Sonny Rona Pedersen Season 4 , 2001: Malene Hasselblad Season 5, 2002: Henrik Aurum Season 6, 2003: Frank Quistgaard Season 7, 2004:
Mott Friendsen Season 8, 2005: Brandstrup Defender Season 9, 2006: Diego Tour Season 10, 2007: Ricky Goranson Season 11, 2008: Daniela Hansen Season 12, 2009: Willie Eisenberg Season 13 2010: Soren Engelbert Season 14, 2011: Hugo Callister Season 15, 2013: Jaffe Baron Hansen Season 16 , 2014: Stine
von Edelstein Season 17, 2015: Kenneth Mickelson Season 18, 2016: Henrik Ultman Andersen Season 19, 2017: Marlene Berardino Season 20, 2018: Jamil Faizy Season 21, 2019: Nice Andreas Freo Sorensen Season 22, 2021: Current season Jacob Kjeldbjerg (7-present) Former Thomas Mygind (1-6) Ecuador
Expedición RobinsonXion Robinson Season 1 2003: Tito Garfa Marissa Sánchez Finland marked Robinson Robinson Finney Robinson , 2004: Marjana Volkinen Season 2, 2005: Mira Jantunen Jarmo Mäkinen (1) Arto Harkki (2) Selviytyjät SuomiSurvivor Finland MTV3 Season 1, 2013: Jarkko Kortesoja Heikki
Paasonen Nelonen Season 2, 2018: Sampo Kaulanan Season 3, 2019: Mirska Hakane Season 4, 2019: Kai Feiglund Season 5, 2021: Upcoming Season Yossou McIlda France (Belgium)[c](Switzerland)[d] Koh-Lanta TF1 Season 1 2001: Gilles Nicolette Season 2 , 2002: Amal Pattensy Season 3, 2003: Isabel Seguin
and Delphine Bano Season 4, 2004: Philip Boarder Season 5, 2005: Clems Castel Season 6, 2006: François-David Cardonel Season 7, 2007: Jade Hendy and Kevin Cuoco Season 8, 2008: Christel Gauzet Season 9, 2009: Christina Chevry Season 10, 2010: Philip Doron Season 11, 2011: Ordempilta Season 12, 2012:
Ugo Laraticha Season 13, 2013: Cancelled Season 14, 2015: Mark Rambo Season 15, 2016: Wendy Jarboa Season 16, 2016: Benoit Assadi Season 17, 2017: Frederick Blancher Season 18, 2017: Andre Delfels Season 19, 2018: Canceled Season 20, 2019: Maud Bamps Season 21, 2020: Alexandra Pornet Season
22, 2021: Upcoming Season Dennis Brogniart Current (2-Present) Former Hubert Auriol (1) Koh-Lanta All Stars Season 1 , 2009: Romuald Lafite Season 2, 2010: Grégoire Delachaux Season 3, 2012: Bertrand Ball Season 4, 2014: Lauren Meister Season 5, 2018: Clans Castel Season 6, 2020: Nauil Tita Denis Brunier
Georgia უკანასკნელი გმირიThe Last Hero Rostway Season 1, 2007-08: Tamar Chanturashvili Unknown Germany Das Inselduell Sat.1 Unofficial Adaptation, 2000: Michael Holger Sfakhan Robinson Expedition ORFRTL 2 Season 1 2000 : Melanie Laver Volker Pizek Gestrandt – Zeig, was in dir steckt!1 RTL 2 season
2, 2001: Alexander Colo Pierre Geisensetter Outback RTL Unofficial adaptation of Survivor: Australian Outback, 2002: Unknown Marcus Luntz Survivor ProSieben Season 3, 2007: Volker Kreutzner Sasha Kalupke VOX Season 4, 2019: Lara Greenfeld Florian Webber Greece Download Mega TV Season 1, 2003:
Evaggelia Dermetzoglou Season 2 2004 : Konstantinos Christodoulopoulos Grigoris Arnautoglu Skai TV Sigma Season 5, 2017: Giorgos Angelopoulos Season 6, 2018: Ilyas Gutsis Season 8, 2020-21: Current Season Sakis Tanimanidis (5-7)Giorgos Lianius (6-) Survival Patagoni 2010: Vaglis Gerasimo Jiannis Ibiza
Survivor: Greece v Turkey[e] Season 3, 2006: Daria Dormosler Constantine Markulakis Skye TV Sigma Season 7 2019: Katarina Dalaka and Yusuf Karakaya Sakis TanimanidisGiorgos Linus Hungary Survivor – Sigtsor - RTL Island , 2003: Tünde Molnár Season 2, 2004: David Hanko Season 3, 2017: Iliász Shweirif
Season 4, 2018: Dávid Tömböly Season 5, 2021: Current season Miklós Vargas (5-present) former András Stohl (1-2) Istenes Bence (3-4) India Survival India – Ultimate Fight Star Plus Season 1 2 012 : Raj Rani Samar Star israel Channel 10 Season 1, 2007-2008: Naama Cassieri Season 2, 2008-09: Eric Alper Season
3 , 2009: Shay Earl Season 4, 2010: Nathan Shevkin Season 5, 2011: Irit Rahamim Base Guy Zon-Haaretz Channel 2 Season 7, 2015-16: Liron Till Orfelli Season 8, 2017: Inbar Pinivsky Besson VIP Channel VIP 10 Season 6 2012: Itai Segev Network 13 Season 9 2019: Duvani Russo Season 10, 2020: Si Buzaglo
Italia Survivor Italy Season 1, 2001: Milica Miltic Pietro Sober Benedetta Corby (Studio) L'Isola dei FamosiHai's Famous Mirror 2 Season 1 , 2003: Walter Nudo Season 2, 2004: Sergio Múñiz Season 3, 2005: Lori del Santo Season 4, 2006: Luca Calvani Season 5 2007: Manuela Villa Season 6, 2008: Vladimir Luxoria
Season 7, 2010: Daniela Battaglia Season 8, 2011: Georgia Palmas Season 9, 2012: Elia Simona Ventura (Studio, 1-8) Marco Machucci (1) Massimo Capote (2-3) Paolo Broscio (4) Francesco Fascanti (5) Filippo Magini (6) Rusano Rubicondi (7) Daniela Battaglia (8) Nicola Savino (Studio, 9) Vladimir Luxoria (9) Season
5 Season 10, 2015: Donatella Season 11, 2016: Jacob Pergumani Season 12, 2017: Raz Dagan Season 13, 2018: Nino Guspera Season 14, 2019: Marco McDaloni Season 15 2021 : Upcoming Season Illy Blasi (Studio, 15-Present) Alberto 'Alvin' Bonato (10-11, 14-present) Alessia Marcosi (Studio, 10-14) Stefano
Batterini (12) Stefano de Martino (13) Japan サババTBS Turbior Season 1, Spring 2002: Ari Minoshima Season 2, Summer 2002: Asami Kawamura Season 3, Fall 2002: Yasuhito Bisawa Season 4, Winter 2003: Koshen Ganji Neptune Monahiro Tokita Lebanon 2004: Hussein al-Abbas Tariq Munir Mexico Exploitation
Mexico Azteca Ono Season 1 , 2020: Eduardo U combination season 2, 2021: Upcoming season Arturo Islas Allende Holland Expeditie RobinsonExpedition Robinson RTL 5 Season 14, 2013: Edith Bush Season 15, 2014: Kay Namier Season 16, 2015: Amara Onwka Season 17, 2016: Bertie Stroh Season 18, 2017:
Carlos Platir Luna Season 19, 2018: Jan Brunink Reef Current Nicolette Kluijver (15-present) Kaj Gorgels (20-present) Former E Hanvissen (14) Dennis Wing (14-19) RTL 4 Season 20 , 2019: Hugo Canis Season 22, 2021: Upcoming Season New Zealand Survivor NZ TVNZ 2 Season 1, 2017: Abby Decor-Jones
Season 2, 2018: Lisa Stenger Matt Chisholm Norway RobinsonXpiejon Impersonate Robinson TV3 Season 1, 1999: Christer Pellch Season 2, 2000: Therese Andersen Season 3, 2001: Mia Martinsen Season 4, 2002: Anne-Karen Mulvig Season 5, 2003: Emil Sedrod Season 6, 2004 Jan Steyan Gandersen Season 7 ,
2007: Anne-Kristin Oates Season 8, 2008: Tom Andre Tiotin Season 9, 2009: Lina Ibern Season 10, 2010: Elite Dagmar Kristensen Season 11, 2011: Liran Raboy Season 12, 2012: Elizabeth Nielsen Season 13, 2013: Bjorn Toure Bekkeli Season 16, 2021: Upcoming Season Christer Palach (2-15) Former Niels Ole
Oftebro (1) TV2 Season 14, 2015: Maeken Sæther Olsen Season 15 2016: Thomas Larsen Pakistan Survivor Pakistan PARYTVTVOne Season 1 , 2006: Mohammed Ziad Unknown Philippines Survivor Philippines GMA Network Season 1, 2008: John Carlo JC Tiuseco Season 2, 2009: Amanda Cooley van Col Paulo
Bediones Survival Philippines: Celebrity Showdown Season 3, 2010: Akihairo Sato Season 4, 2011-12: Albert Betong Sumaya Jr. Richard Gutierrez Poland Wyprawa RobinsonRobinson Expedition TVN Season 1, 2004 Katarzyna Drzyżdyk Hubert Urbanski Wyspa PrzetrwaniaEye Survival Polsat Season 2 , 2017:
Catarzina Cebula Damien Michałowski Portugal Utilizing TVI Season 1, 2001: Pedro Sugo Paolo Salvadortreza Guilherme Romania Superabitotorolsoribur Peru Season 1, 2016: Lucian Zap Lupo Dragush Bocornchi Survivor RomaniaSor Romania Canal D Season 1, 2020: Elena Ionesco Season 2, 2021: Coming Soon
Dan Crosero (1) Daniel Pavel (2-present) Russia Восееннил леролGibur Last C1R Season 1, 2001: Sergei Odintosov Season 2, 2002-03: Veronica Norkina Season 3, 2003: Vladimir Presnikov Jr Season 4, 2003-04: Jana Volkova Season 5, 2004: Alexei Matveyev Season 6, 2005: Alexander Conan Alexeyev Season 7,
2008-09: Vladimir Lisenko Sergei Bodóvar Jr. (1) Dmitry Pavtsov (2) Nikolai Fomenko (3) Alexander Domogrove (4) , 6) Vladimir Manshov (5) Ksenia Sobchak (7) TV-3 Season 8, 2019: Anfisa Cherniki Season 9, 2020: Nadezhda Angerskaya Season 10, 2021: Upcoming Season Jana Troyanova Denmark, Norway,
Sweden Delegation Robinson: VIP[f] TV3 DenmarkTV3 NorwayTV3 Sweden Season 1, 2005: Tilda Froling Mickle Bah Eriksen Serbia Survivor SrbijaSurvivor Serbia Preva Srpska Televizija Season 1, 2008-09: Nemanja Pavlov Season 2, 2009-10 Alexander Krajišnik Andrija Milošević (1-4)Marijana Batinić (4) Survival
Srbija : VIPSurvivor Serbia: VIP Season 3, 2010-11: Andrei Marichic Season 4, 2012: Vladimir Vuksanović[g] Celebrity Camp Slovakia JOJ TV Season 1, 2007: Ante Parišková Jan Kroener and Petra Polnišová OstIsland Markíza Season 2, 2016: Philipp Ferianec Marians Mits Slovenia survivor SrbijaSurvivor Serbia TV
3 season 1, 2009-10: See survivor Srbija 2 Ole Furlan survivor SlovenijaSurvivor Slovenia Season 2 2016: Alan Parklich Mirren Stanovnik South Africa Survivor South Africa M-Net Season 1 , 2006: Vanessa Marawa Season 2, 2007: Loretta Mostert Season 3, 2010: Pearl GiGi van Schalkwyk Season 4, 2011: Hickey
Berg Season 5, 2014: Graham Gennecker Season 6, 2018: Tom Schwartz Season 7, 2019: Robert Rob Bentella Season 8, 2021: Upcoming Season[h] Current Nico Panagio (3-Present) Former Mark Bailey (1-2) Spain Superwaynets Exponent RobinsonSurvivors: Robinson Delegation Telecinco Season 1, 2000 : Xavier
Monjonell Season 2, 2001: Alfredo Purdy Cortina Juan Manuel Lopez (1-2) Paco Lobatón (2) La Isla de los Famos.o.s.Island of the Famous Ant 3 Season 3, 2003: Daniela Cardon Season 4, 2003: Felipe Lopez Season 5, 2004: Jose Antonio Canale Rivera Season 6, 2005: Victor Janeiro Paula Vasquez (3-6) Alonso
Caparros (3) Nuria Rocca (4-6) Superviantsorbiors Telchin Season 7 2006: Carmen Russo Season 8 , 2007: Nilo Manrique Season 9, 2008: Miriam Sánchez Season 10, 2009: Mait Zonigga Season 11, 2010: Maria Jose Fernandez Season 12, 2011: Rosa Benito Season 13, 2014: Abraham Garcia Season 14, 2015:
Christopher Mateo Season 15, 2016: Jorge Diaz Season 16, 2017: José Luis Luce Season 17, 2018: Sofia Swascon Season 18, 2019: Omar Season 19 2020: Jorge Perez Season 20 , 2021: Current season Jorge Javier Vasquez (Studio) (12-present) Lara Alvarez (E) (14-present) Jordi Gonzalez (Discussions) (18-



present) Carlos Subra (Land of The Pleasures) (18-18-present) Today) former Hessus Vasquez (7-11) (Studio) Jose M. Inigo (7) Mario Picasso (8-10) (E) Eva Gonzalez (11) (Island) Raquel Sánchez (12-14) (E 12-13, Discussions 14) Sandra Bronde (Discussions) Sweden Delegation Robinson SVT Season 1, 1997:
Martin Malin Season 2, 1998: Alexandra Zazzi Season 3, 1999: Jerker Dalman Season 4, 2000: Matthias Dalerstedt Season 5, 2001-2002: Jan Emmanuel Johansson Season 6, 2002: Anthony Metz Season 7, 2003-2004: Emma Anderson Harald Trotiger (1-2) Anders Lundin (3-7) TV3 Season 8, 2004: Jerry Pressberg
Season 9, 2005: Carolina Conrad Robert Aberg TV4 Season 10 2009 : Eleanor Pierre Season 11, 2009-10: Hans Brettschneider Season 12, 2010: Eric Sevdberg Season 13, 2011: Mats Kemi Season 14, 2012: Mariana Myra Season 16, 2018: Daniel DK Westland Season 17, 2019: Klass Beyer Season 18, 2020:
Michael Mika in Yorkland Season 19, 2021: Upcoming Season Anders Obergaard (16-present) Former Linda Isaacson (10) Paulo Roberto (11-14) Season 15 2015: Dan Spinelli Scala and Jennifer Eglerid Linda Linda Lindorff Expedition Robinson TV3 Season 1 , 1999: Andreas Widmer Season 2, 2000: Stephanie
Lederman Season 3, 2001: Not Broadcast Sylvain Grotter Turkey Survivor: Büyük MaceraSurvivor: Great Adventure Canal D Season 1ğ, 2005: Uur Pektaş Ahmet Utlu[21] Survivor: Greece vs. Turkey Tv Show Season 2, 2006: Daria Durmuşlar Acun Ilıcalı (2) TV8 Season 13 2019: Yusuf Karakaya and Katrina Dhaka
Con Ilyamurat Silan Survival Season 3, 2007: Tanner Özdeş Season 4 , 2010: Max Oflaz Acun Ilıcalı (3-4) Hanzade Ofluğlu (4) Survivor: Ünlüler vs. GonollerSorwibur: Celebrities vs. Volunteers Season 5, 2011: Daria Büyükuncu Season 6, 2012: Nihat Altınkaya Acun IlıcalıBurcu Esmersoy (6) Star TV Season 7, 2013:
Hilmi Cem İntepe Season 8, 2014: Turabi Çamkıran Acun IlıcalıAlp Kırşan TV8 Season 10 2016: Chan Atacan Arslan Season 11, 2017: Gosday Girishken Season 12, 2018 : Adam Kilicchi Season 14, 2020: Chaml Kanson Season 15, 2021: Upcoming Season Acun IlıcalıMurat Ceylan Survival All Star Season 9, 2015:
Turabi ÇamkıRanun IlıcalıAlp Kırşan Ukraine Oснан ерол 2011: Andrei Kowalski Season 2, 2012: Alexei Daveyf-Tserkovny Ostap Stupka UK Survivor ITV Season 1 2001: Charlotte Hobro Season 2, 2002: Johnny Gibb Mark Austin (1) John Leslie (1) Mark Nichols (2) United States (Canada)[i] CBS Survival , 2000:
Richard Hatch Season 2, 2001: Tina Wesson Season 3, 2001-2002: Ethan Zohan Season 4, Spring 2002: Vecepia Towery Season 5, Fall 2002: Brian Heidick Season 6, Spring 2003: Jenna Morseca Season 7, Fall 2003 Sandra Diaz-Wire Season 8, Spring 2004: Amber Bereckich Season 9, Fall 2004: Chris Doherty
Season 10, Spring 2005: Tom Westman Season 11, Fall 2005: Danny Boatwright Season 12 , Spring 2006: Aras Baskauskas Season 13, Fall 2006: Yul Kwon Season 14, Spring 2007: Earl Cole Season 15, Fall 2007: Todd Herzog Season 16, Spring 2008: Shallow Parvati Season 17, Fall 2008: Robert Bob Crowley
Season 18 Spring 2009: James J.T. Thomas Jr. Season 19, Fall 2009: Natalie White Season 20, Spring 2010: Sandra Diaz-Wire Season 21, Fall Judd Fabio Birza Season 22, Spring 2011: Rob Mariano Season 23, Fall 2011: Sophie Clark Season 24, Spring 2012: Kim Spainlin Season 25, Fall 2012: Dennis Staley
Season 26, Spring 2013: John Cochrane Season 27, Fall 2013: Tyson Apostol Season 28, Spring 2014: Tony Vlachos Season 29, Fall 2014: Natalie Anderson Season 30, Spring 2015: Mike Holloway Season 31, Fall 2015: Jeremy Collins Season 32, Spring 2016: Michele Fitzgerald Season 33, Fall 2016: Adam Klein
Season 34, Spring 2017: Sarah Lakina Season 35, Fall 2017: Ben Dribrickhan Season 36, Spring 2018: Wendell Holland Jr Season 37, Fall 20 18: Nick Wilson Season 38, Spring 2019: Chris Underwood Season 39, Fall 2019: Tommy Sheehan Season 40, 2020: Tony Vlachos Season 41, 2021: Upcoming Season[j] Jeff
Probst Venezuela Robinson Le Gran Aventurubinson : Great Adventure Venevisión Season 1, 2001: Gabriel Perez Season 2, 2002: Graciela Boza Roberto Mesotti Comments ^ The season was postponed indefinitely due to the COVID-19 epidemic, but Australia introduced the level 4 travel ban to discourage
international travel to slow the spread of COVID-19 disease. In 2006, after their own version of Survivor aired, Gestrandet - Sieg was on Dir steckt!, after it aired in a co-production of Austrian-German Survivor in the first season. Austria did not continue its own series and did not produce Austrian-German survival after
Season 1. Starting in the 11th season, the Belgians were eligible to apply for the French series. The Swiss, who began the 10th season, was eligible to apply for the French series. In 2006, after winning the Greek Championship in Turkey, there was a co-production between the greek and Turkish survivors' franchises. In
2005, in Norway and Sweden, a pan-regional version of Denmark, Norway and Sweden took place. In 2006, after winning the World Series in 2006, he co-hosted the season in which the company took place. It was the second season of Survivor aired in Croatia and the fourth season to air in Serbia. The season was
postponed indefinitely due to the COVID-19 epidemic, with M-Net continuing to assess the situation before production began. Starting in season 39, Canadians will be eligible to apply for the U.S. series. The season was postponed indefinitely due to the COVID-19 epidemic, but the U.S. and Fiji governments imposed the
latter's travel ban to deter international travel to slow the spread of the coronavirus. Cbs had the option of rescheduling production in spring 2021. The current series season is currently airing. Country Season Name End Date Survivors Grand Prize Australia Australian Survivor 2020/2021 2020/2021 50 24 $500,000
Belgium Expeditie Robinson T BD TBD 32 16 € 25,000 Denmark Robinson Ekspeditionen August 2021 November 2021 TBD TBD 500,00 00 DKK Finland Selviytyjät Suomi 2020 2020 TBA 16 €30,000 France Koh-Lanta 28 August 2020 December 2020 2 0 40 24 € 100,000 Germany Survivor September 2020 December
2020 39 18 €500,000 Greece Survivor Greece December 27, 2021 TBA 20 € 100,000 Hungary Survivor – Sziget Autumn 2020 Winter 2020 40 ? 20,000,000 Ft Israel Survivor May 2, 2020 July 2020 46 18 ₪1,000,000 Italy L'isola dei Famosi January 2021 April 2021 ? 100,000 Mexico Survivor Mexico Mexico 5 July 2020
TBD 16 TBD Netherlands Expeditie Robinson September 2021 December 2021 32 T 25,0 Romania TBD TBD TBA Russia Hero Last February 2021 May 2021 TBA TBA TBD South Africa Survivor South Africa: Non-immunity 2020 2020 39 TBA R1,000,000 Spain Supervivientes February 2021 June 2021 106 17 €20
0,000 Delegation Sweden Robbins Wen March 2020 May 2020 TBA 20 500,000 SEK Turkey Survivor Turkey February 2021 July 2021 151 30 ₺ 500,000 United States survivors 2021 39 20 $1 million[a] comments ^ in the 40th season of the American version of Survivor, a season in which all contestants were winners in
previous seasons, the award was increased to $2 million. Other car thrill media one of the more novel marketing items was the interactive exploitation: the thrill ride ride in California's Great America in Santa Clara, California. The ride features a rotating platform where riders are divided into one of four tribes. As the ride
moves along the flying track, riders can be sprayed by water guns hidden in large tribal masks while drums and other familiar musical accents of survival play in the background. Other topics include survival memorabilia throughout the queue and other goods for sale at nearby gift shops. [24] The trip was reassealed as
Twirl Ticy. Online games during the first seasons of survival and many online games based on forums were created. More specific survival online games appeared later. In late 2013, a former contestant for the U.S. version of the show, Eric Reichenbach, launched a Kickstarter campaign for a survival-style online mobile
app called Chaos Islands. The app pits players from all over the world in a battle of challenges and strategy to be the last standing. If the campaign succeeds, the plan is to release the game free of charge on a variety of platforms, including on Apple and Android devices. Parody beginning July 8, 2007, a parody of
survivor called Total Drama Island appeared on canadian television network Teletoon. This animation program included 22 summer campers who signed up to stay at a five-star resort, which actually turned out to be a summer park on somewhere in Muskoke, Ontario. The host, Chris McLean, poses after Survivor host
Jeff Probst. Campers are taken to the island in boats to meet their competing counterparts, heartbroken at the sight of their wasted summers. The campers were separated into two groups: the screaming squirreers and the killer bass. Every three days there will be a challenge for the campers to cope, from jumping from
a 1,000-foot cliff into a lake for survival skills. The losing team of each challenge will go to the bonfire ceremony Of the challenge, and to take someone off the team, like survival. Any teammate still in the game will receive marshmallows, leaving one teammate without one. The friend who doesn't get marshmallows (the
symbol of life on the island) will have to go on the shame platform and press the loser boat to leave the island, and never ever (which turned out to be cold in the episode no pain, no game). After the island's 12 members were voted out, the groups were merged. The winner gets a check for the $100,000 and the last
marshmallow. The series ends with Chris being thrown out of The Pier of Shame. The show aired in 188 countries and also appeared on cartoon network and Jetix channels. The series became a commercial and critical success and became a series. See also List of Total TV Drama Franchises to Get Out Alive with Bar
Grylls References to The Hunger Games ^Tartaglione, Nancy (July 10, 2017). Banijay is raising $416 million to help fund the acquisition of Survivors of Way Survivors. On October 23, 2009, it took place on October 23, 2009. Jeff Probst blogs 'Survivor: Samoa': #6. Weekly entertainment. [Editing, October 23, 2009, after
receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Jeff Probst blogs Survivor: Heroes vs. Villains: Episode 3. Entertainment Weekly. On February 26, 2010, on February 26, 2010, 7:00 P.M. on February 7, 2005, the host made his statement. [Editing, 2,008' in 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace
Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. On September 21, 2007, on September 21, 2007, the company held a great peace in 2008. [Editing, May 20, 2008 on May 24, 2017, asapblogs.typepad.com on May 24, 2017, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Cbs. February 12, 2014. February 13, 2014, February
13, 2014, February 13, 2014. January 11, 2015 took place on January 11, 2015. Survivor host Jeff Probst unveils the latest twist: a new 'idol'. Weekly entertainment. January 11, 2015, January 11, 2015. On April 3, 2009, the 3rd of April 2009 took place on April 3, 2009. Jeff Probst blogs 'Survivor: Tocantins' (episode 6).
Weekly entertainment. [Editing, Adults' on January 11, 2015 took place on January 11, 2015. Exclusive Survival: Immunity Idols to be hidden in season challenges. Entertainment Weekly. On February 6, 2016, on February 6, 2016, 7 p.m. on April 30, 2010, 2010 Jeff Probst blogs Survivor: Heroes vs. Villains Episode 11.
On April 30, 2010, on August 9, 2010, entertainment was held on August 9, 2010. Survival: Nicaragua: A new cast and new twists were unveiled!. Entertainment Weekly. In 2006, after receiving seniorwomen.com Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. May 15, 2007. On September 27, 2007,
September 27, 2007, September 27, 2007 took place. Online Reality News Machine ^ Smith, Stefan (December 9, 2006). The curse of a cruise-controlled vehicle. CBS News. [Editing, May 20, 2008, after winning the Bulgarian Championship, BBC News P.D. June 1, 2009. [Editing, Adults' on May 20, 2005 took place on
May 20, 2005. [Editing, May 20, 2015 at September 12, 2020 The company held 12 of 2020's held in 2020. [Editing, September 21, 2020 in 2006, after winning the kickstarter.com world championship in 2006, is the 2006 world champion. She resigned as ceo of #1 after stepping down as #2 ceo. London: Carlton, [June]
2002. #1 Season: Survivor: Folau Tighe, Borneo (2000) Bush, Rudy and Jeff Herman. 2001. Brent, Mark, with Martin Dugard. Survivor: The Ultimate Game: An Official Companion Book to the CBS. New York TELEVISION Show: TV Books, 2000. Hatch, Richard. 101 Survival Secrets: How to Make $1 million , lose 100
pounds, and just live happily ever after. New York: Lions Press, 2000. Lance, Peter. Stingray: Deadly Tactics of the Sole Survivor: The Inside Story of How the Survivors Were Ruled on the Island and Beyond. Portland, Oregon. USA Season #2: Survivor: Australian Outback (2001) Brent, Mark. Dare to succeed: How to
survive and thrive in the game of life. No location: Hyperion, 2001. Survivor 2: Field Guide: The official companion of the CBS television show. New York: TV Books, 2001. US Season #6: Survivor: Amazon (2003) ChillOne, The. Spoiler: Uncovering the secrets of survival. Lincoln, Nebraska: iUniverse, 2003. United
States #9: Survivor: Vanuatu -Fire Islands (2004) Brent, Mark. Jump In: Even if you can't swim. New York: Ballantyne Books, 2005. Various seasons, esp. United States 1-6 survival rates, conducted by Matthew J. Smith and Andrew P. Wood. Jefferson, N.Y.: .C Co., Ltd., 2004. Wright, Christopher J. Tribal Warfare:
Survival and the Political Subconscious of Reality TV (series: Critical Studies in Television). Lanham, Md.: Lexington Books, 2006. External links to Commons have survival-related media (TV series). Survivor Australia Africa Delegation Robinson Belgium Survivor Bulgaria Delegation Robinson Czech Republic
Delegation Robinson Denmark Survivor Finland Survivor France Survivor Greece Greece Survivor Hungary India Survivor Israel (Celebrity) Survivor Italy Delegation Robinson Holland Survivor New Zealand Pakistan Survivor Philippines Poland Hero Latest Russia Survivor Serbia Survivor Slovakia Survivor South Africa
Survivor Spain Delegation Robinson Sweden Survivor Turkey Latest Hero Ukraine Survivor United States Retrieved from
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